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Supplemental Declaration of Todd J. Weller
This declaration is written in response to the document titled “United States of America v. Benito Valdez
Reply to Government’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Firearm and Toolmark Testimony”.
I had previously written a 14-page declaration in relation to this case, dated July 7, 2017.
Since writing the original declaration, I have been elected as the Chair of the Organization of Scientific
Area Committees (OSAC) Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee. Additionally, I was notified that an
additional peer-reviewed journal article, in which I am one of the authors, has been accepted for
publication.1
There are a number of areas in the defendant’s motion that are incorrect, misleading and/or
misrepresentative of the current state of Firearm and Toolmark comparisons. This declaration highlights
some of those areas of the defendant’s motion that are in error.
Introduction
The motion introduction states:
One of the most fundamental tenets of any science is to embrace feedback and criticism with an
eye towards improving a given methodology. In the past several decades, criticism of the
forensic sciences, especially pattern-matching disciplines such as firearm/toolmark analysis, has
grown considerably. Nevertheless, the forensic science and law enforcement communities
decline to engage with the merits of each new critique.2
The defense motion starts with the overall premise that forensic science, and specifically firearm and
toolmarks analysis, is not scientific because it has not embraced critiques. Constructive criticism is a
cornerstone of science and is an essential part of forensic science. However, the motion fails to
acknowledge the significance of the research using 3D imaging and computer comparison algorithms.
My original statement describes this body of work and why it provides strong support for the
foundations of firearm and toolmark analysis. Some of this research was motivated by and in response
to the 2008 and 2009 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) reports. 3 In addition to the research that has
been conducted, the formation and participation in the Organization of Scientific Area Committees are
also a response and engagement of the professional forensic science community to address these
critiques. The characterization that the profession is not paying attention to and attempting to address
critiques is unfounded.

1

Duez P, Weller T, Brubaker M, Hockensmith II R, Lilien R. Development and Validation of a Virtual Examination
Tool or Firearm Forensics. J Forensic Sci, doi: 10.1111/1556-4029.13668, First Published October 16, 2017, 1-16.
2
US v. Benito Valdez, Case No. 2016 CF1 2267, Reply to Government’s Opposition To Defendant’s Motion to
Exclude Firearms, at 1.
3
In fact, three of the four peer-reviewed papers in which I am a co-author discuss and cite National Academy of
Sciences reports.
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National Academy and PCAST Reports
The defense motion relies heavily on the PCAST report and cites it several times. It should be noted that
an earlier version4 of the PCAST report had concluded firearms analysis was tentatively valid:
Finding 4: Firearms Analysis. Foundational Validity. PCAST finds that, based largely on a few
recent black-box studies, firearms analysis may be tentatively considered to be a foundationally
valid subjective methodology-albeit with a false positive rate that is significant and considerably
higher than has been previously reported.5
This change in position from a June 2016 version to the final version of the PCAST report is troubling
because it seems to violate PCAST’s own criteria for scientific validity. PCAST outlined their own criteria
to establish foundational validity. One of these criteria is that the test design be specified prior to
analysis and that test results not be modified based on the results of the test:
As described in Box 4, scientific validation studies should satisfy a number of criteria:… (c) the
study design and analysis plan should be specified in advance and not modified afterwards
based on the results;6
PCAST has not made known what caused the committee to change its conclusion from tentatively valid
to falling short of validity. Version 58 of the PCAST report references the same 8 validation studies7 and
contains the same error rate calculations.8 A scientist should be allowed to change his/her analysis
and/or conclusions; however the reason for the change should be based on new data or realization of a
flaw in the original analysis and most importantly should be fully documented and disclosed.
The defense motion states that empirical testing and peer-review of the testing are hallmarks of science.
There is no disagreement that these factors are critically important to the foundations of scientific
knowledge. However, the defense motion attempts to narrowly define empirical testing as a small
subcategory of error rate studies. Empirical testing is simply a quantitative and/or qualitative evidencebased study.9 As highlighted in my previous statement, the firearm and toolmark identification
profession has produced a large body of peer-reviewed, empirical studies that lay the foundation for the
4

During the July 2016 in-person OSAC meeting located in Phoenix, Arizona, a hard-copy of “version 58” (dated
June 24, 2016) of the PCAST report appeared in the Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee meeting room. Andy
Smith, the then Chair of the OSAC Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee, has provided me with copy of the
firearms analysis section.
5
PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Pattern Comparison Methods”, Version
58, June 24, 2016, at 101.
6
PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods”
(September 2016), at 66, “Finding 1: Scientific Criteria for Scientific Validity of a Forensic Feature-Comparison
Method.”
7
The 9th study included in the final report, Smith T et. al., was added as footnote 335.
8
There are a few minor differences between version 58 and the final version error rates tables. Version 58 uses
two-tailed confidence intervals instead of the one-tailed version found the final report. The final report also
contains some additional data about inconclusive results.
9
Science if full of “subjective”, qualitative data that have resulted in significant discoveries. Examples include
Darwin’s finches, Mendel’s pea plants, and Franklin’s X-ray diffraction image. These are all examples with
qualitative observations that lead to a much better understanding of the natural world. “Subjective” vs “objective”
is often portrayed as a binary, opposing concepts; but the reality is science has both objectivity (observation) and
subjectivity (interpretation).
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profession’s understanding of microscopic toolmarks. The defense motion (through the use of the
PCAST report) implies this body of work, including the 3D studies, do not count as empirical research.
This viewpoint dismisses this depth of research of which the profession relies upon to have a
foundational knowledge to base their examinations. Examples of this type of knowledge include the
relative persistence of toolmarks10, the existence of subclass characteristics11, variance of class
characteristics12, and the relative frequency of individual toolmarks.13 The defense motion and PCAST
analysis fail to recognize that without the foundation of knowledge gained through non-error rate
studies, the profession would not be guided and thus would perform poorly when making
interpretations.
The motion then states on page 5 “three separate bodies of nationally renowned scientists and other
professionals have found that there is insufficient empirical evidence to demonstrate the reliability or
accuracy of firearm/toolmark examinations”. This statement is not correct, as the both the 2008 and
2009 NAS reports explicitly state they do not address the validity of individual disciplines.14,15 The two
NAS reports did call for additional research, especially into the amount of variability found in nonmatching toolmarks:
The validity of the fundamental assumptions of uniqueness and reproducibility of firearmsrelated toolmarks has not yet been fully demonstrated 16
Although some studies have been performed on the degree of similarity that can be found
between marks made by different tools and the variability in marks made by an individual tool,
the scientific knowledge base for toolmark and firearms analysis is fairly limited 17

10

Gouwe J., Hamby J. E., Norris, S., "Comparison of 10,000 Consecutively Fired Cartridge Cases from a Model 22
Glock .40 S&W Caliber Semiautomatic Pistol", AFTE Journal, Volume 40, Number 1, Winter 2008,at 57-63
11
Rivera, G. “Subclass Characteristics in Smith and Wesson SW40VE Sigma Pistols” AFTE Journal Summer 2007, Vol
39(3) at 253-258
12
Saribey, A et. al. “An Investigation into Whether or Not Class and Individual Characteristics of Five Turkish
Manufactured Pistols Change During Extensive Firing”, J Forensic Science, September 2009, 54(5) at1068-1
13
Hamby, J., Norris, S., and Petraco, N., "Evaluation of GLOCK 9 mm Firing Pin Aperture Shear Mark Individuality
Based on 1,632 Different Pistols by Traditional Pattern Matching and IBIS Pattern Recognition”, Journal of Forensic
Science, Volume 61, #1, January 2016, at 170-176
14
National Research Council of the National Academies “Ballistic Imaging” The National Academies Press,
Washington DC, 2008, at 18: “First, and more significantly, this study is neither a verdict on the uniqueness of
firearms-related toolmarks generally nor an assessment of the validity of firearms identification as a discipline”
15
National Research Council of the National Academies “Strengthening Forensic Science In the United States: A
Path Forward” The National Academies Press, Washington DC, 2009, at 7 : “The committee decided early in its
work that it would not be feasible to develop a detailed evaluation of each discipline in terms of its scientific
underpinning, level of development, and ability to provide evidence to address the major types of questions raised
in criminal prosecutions and civil litigation”
16
National Research Council of the National Academies “Ballistic Imaging” The National Academies Press,
Washington DC, 2008, at 3
17
National Research Council of the National Academies “Strengthening Forensic Science In the United States: A
Path Forward” The National Academies Press, Washington DC, 2009, at 155
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Without partaking in a toolmark examiner training regimen, it is difficult to understand and have an
appreciation of the significance of past research studies.18 Regardless, the NAS reports were not
incorrect that more research would be useful, and especially research that provided more objective
data. This call for additional research was answered as shown by the 3D research cited in my previous
declaration and is still going on.
The PCAST report completely changed the target that was previously called for by the NAS reports:
The forensics science literature contains many ‘uniqueness’ studies that go to great lengths to
try to establish the correctness of this premise…Yet, uniqueness studies miss the fundamental
point. The issue is not whether objects or features differ; they surely do if one looks at a fine
enough level. The issue is how well and under what circumstances examiners applying a given
metrological method can reliably detect relevant differences in features to reliably identify
whether they share a common source. Uniqueness studies, which focus on the properties of
features themselves, can therefore never establish whether a particular method for measuring
and comparing features is foundationally valid. Only empirical studies can do so. 19
This statement and the very limited and not well-documented analysis that followed in the PCAST report
presents a dilemma to the forensic science profession. Forensic science, and specifically firearm and
toolmark analysis, had been provided a “path forward” (literally the title of the 2009 NAS report) that
called for more study of the “…degree of similarity that can be found between marks made by different
tools and the variability in marks made by an individual tool…”. Now PCAST states “the issue is not
whether objects or features differ…”. This statement by PCAST demonstrates naivety because
sometimes two objects cannot be differentiated, even when they originate from different sources.
Likewise, sometimes two objects cannot be associated even when they originate from the same source.
This is the reason for “inconclusive” results provided by forensic examiners. Despite one’s best efforts,
if an object is too small, damaged, or lacks sufficient marks for comparison, it is not possible to eliminate
or include. It is only through non-error rate studies, where researchers know the ground truth, can the
limitations and potential pitfalls of a particular analysis be learned.
PCAST declaring “the issue is not whether objects or features differ…” resulted in another flaw of their
report. It allowed the committee to not to have address each of the research papers provided to and/or
found by PCAST. After reading the defense motion, there appears to be confusion about what was
provided to PCAST. In my previous declaration, I stated (emphasis added):
“The OSAC firearms subcommittee was concerned with the 5-year limitation on articles because
much of the foundational (e.g. validation) research for firearms analysis had been published
prior to 2011. We were unclear of the reason for this 5-year limit, but it was hoped our
response would prompt PCAST to consider earlier articles. PCAST was ultimately provided a
total of 417 firearms and toolmark identification articles, some of which are earlier than 2011.”

18

This is not proof of firearms identification being an invalid science. For example, without Pathology training
should one be expected to read a histology microscope slide taken at autopsy? Should everyone be able to
diagnose MRI scans without sufficient Radiology training and experience?
19
PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods”
(September 2016), at 62
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The last sentence could be misinterpreted that OSAC provided PCAST with 417 references. Perhaps it
should have read “PCAST ultimately considered a total of 417 firearms and toolmark identification
articles…” My first statement cited the OSAC Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee 2015 response to
PCAST, in which the firearms and toolmark subcommittee provided PCAST with a total of 74 unique
references.20
The PCAST report does list 417 citations under the firearms and toolmarks section. When referring to
these references, the PCAST report states the following:
PCAST compiled a list of 2019 papers from various sources—including bibliographies prepared
by the National Science and Technology Council’s Subcommittee on Forensic Science, the
relevant Scientific Working Groups (predecessors to the current OSAC), and the relevant OSAC
committees; submissions in response to PCAST’s request for information from the forensicscience stakeholder community; and our own literature searches. PCAST members and staff
identified and reviewed those papers that were relevant to establishing scientific validity.21
The listing of these references might imply due diligence and a thorough consideration of the peerreviewed literature. However, the last sentence is critical (emphasis added): “PCAST members and staff
identified and reviewed those papers that were relevant to establishing scientific validity”. By PCAST’s
own admission, the studies of uniqueness and other foundational knowledge were deemed irrelevant.
It was this narrow definition of empirical research and validity that allowed PCAST to disregard hundreds
of research papers and ultimately consider only nine error rate studies.
A quick review of the 417 references listed by PCAST reveals that some are not related to firearm and
toolmark comparison (e.g. trace gunshot residue analysis). It is unclear why the PCAST committee
incorrectly categorized these types of references under firearms and toolmarks. Additionally, there are
duplicate references (e.g. references #’s 1230, 1232, 1235 1241 & 1244 all reference the same Biasotti
article). Ultimately, it is not possible to determine the true thoroughness of PCAST’s literature review
because PCAST’s report does not individually address these articles and provides no documentation of
what and how they were reviewed. It is unclear if staff and committee members read just the titles, just
the title and abstracts, or if each article was actually read from start of finish. The only papers that we
are certain were read are the very few cited in the “Firearms Analysis” section of the PCAST report.
The defense motion, in footnote 9, attempts to minimize the PCAST errors found by the OSAC Firearms
and Toolmarks Subcommittee by stating that three errors are “minor number discrepancies that do not
change PCAST’s criticisms of their design and validity” and that omission of data from one of the studies
is “not an error at all…”. If these were the only errors then PCAST, at the very least, should have
corrected their counting errors and included the omitted data in an addendum (which they did not).
More importantly, the PCAST’s errors are more serious than just counting and omission. The OSAC
Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee stated the following in our response to the PCAST report:
For the “set-to-set/closed” studies, PCAST used correct identifications in lieu of using true
negatives. PCAST does not explain or justify why they did this. The error rates reported by PCAST
20

Keep in mind this was limited to only the past 5 years of research per the request of PCAST. The 74 references
are attached as Appendix A of this declaration.
21
PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods”
(September 2016), at 67
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for the “set-to-set/closed” studies found in Table 2 on page 111 of the PCAST report are not
false positive error rates and should not be reported as such. 22
To further explain, PCAST determined that the false positive rate 23 was most important to consider. In
order to calculate this type of error, one needs to know the total number of false identifications and the
total number of true different-source comparisons performed. The following is an example of how to
correctly calculate a false positive error rate: In the Baldwin study, a total of 2178 true different source
comparisons were performed. From those comparisons, a total of 22 (false) identifications, 735
inconclusive and 1421 eliminations were reported. 22 divided by 2178 (22+735+1421=2178)24 equals
1.0%: the false positive error rate reported by Baldwin et. al.25 A false positive error rate can be
calculated using the data from the Baldwin study because the test design26 allowed researchers to track
the exact number of true different-source and true same-source comparisons performed by each
examiner. The same data tracking was not a part of some of the other studies. For example, in the
Hamby study (PCAST labeled this test as “set-to-set/closed”), each test taker was provided with of 15
questioned samples and 10 knowns. So, for each questioned sample there were a total of 9 possible
different-source comparisons and one same-source comparison. When taking these tests, an individual
may elect to perform every possible comparison before forming a conclusion, or if finding an
identification early in his/her comparisons, may decide to stop. As a result, it is not possible to
determine an exact number of true different-source comparisons performed in the “set-to-set/closed”
studies. This particular point is important because PCAST purports to calculate a false positive error rate
for the set-to-set/closed studies in Table 2 on page 111 and then use the differences in rates between
study designs as proof that most of the studies are flawed.
The same mistake is found in the PCAST analysis of the “set-to-set/partly open (Miami-Dade study)”
data that are also found in Table 2. PCAST states 188 eliminations were concluded and 4 false positives
were reported. From these data PCAST reports, in Table 2, a false positive error rate of 2.0% with a
one-tailed confidence internal of 4.7%.27 The problem with the PCAST calculation is identical to the “set-

22

OSAC Firearms and Toolmark subcommittee “Response to the President’s Council of Advisors on Sciences and
Technology (PCAST) Call For Additional References Regarding its report “Forensic Science in Criminal Courts:
Ensuring Scientific Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods” December 14, 2016, at 11.
23
PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods”
(September 2016), at 50 “The false positive rate is especially important because false positive results can lead
directly to wrongful convictions.”
24
The false positive rate formula is FP/(TN+FP) where FP=false positive and TN=true negative. There were 22 false
positives and 2156 true negatives (735 inconclusives + 1421 eliminations). 22/(22+2156)=1.010%
25
This gets confusing because PCAST reports the error rate for the same study as 1.5%. They get this increase
because they removed “inconclusive” results from the denominator. Thus, the Baldwin et. al. paper reports an
error rate of 1.0%, while PCAST reports a false positive error rate of 1.5% for the same study.
26
In the Baldwin study, examiners were given a questioned item and asked to compare it to a known. After that
comparison, the examiner recorded his/her result and repackaged those items. Then he/she moved onto the next
question and known. This test design, while useful in capturing data that can be used to calculate these specific
error rates, is not reflective of typical casework where examiners will inter-compare a set of unknowns. Set-to-set
test design is more reflective of how typical casework is performed.
27
In Table 2, PCAST converts these error rates from percentages (%) into fractions (2.0% approximately equals
1/49 or “1 in 49” [there’s likely some rounding error, and that’s why 2.0% is not reported as 1/50 by PCAST]. 4.7%
= 1/21 or 1 in 21). The defense motion cites a number of “1 in 20” and it appears it is from this row of data where
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to-set/closed” studies: the total number of true different-source comparisons is not known. To better
illustrate this, let us take a closer look at the “Miami-Dade” study, the test design and the data that
PCAST used for their calculations. In the “Miami-Dade” study, examiners were provided with 8 knowns
and 10 questioned samples. The data used by PCAST are a subset picked from the entire study: the two
questioned bullets which had no true match.28 These two bullets have 8 potential true different-source
comparisons. If we assume each of the 165 examiners that participated compared these two
questioned samples to all of the non-matching knowns, then the total number of true negatives would
be 165 (total examiners) x2 (number of questioned samples with no true match) x8 (total number of
knowns in each test) -4 (false positives) = 2636 true negatives. 4 false positives divided by 2640 (2636
true negatives + 4 false positives) equals a 0.15% false positive error rate. This value is very different
from the 2.0% false positive error rate calculated by PCAST using the same two sample sets. Of course,
we do not actually know the exact number of true different-source comparisons performed because
these data were not captured. The calculation of a 0.15% error rate assumes all participants performed
all different source comparisons available. As a result, the PCAST analysis is at best speculative and
clearly does not estimate the true false positive error rate (as is the calculation I just performed).
Moreover, the PCAST analysis is surely an over-estimate of false positive error rate because it uses the
number of answers returned29 and not the actual number of true different-source comparisons
performed. There is no justification for the PCAST report for making such a basic error in its
calculations. Using or restricting testimony to these error rates from the PCAST report would be
misleading because their calculations are erroneous.
As highlighted by the above quote from the Firearms and Toolmarks OSAC response, PCAST was made
aware of the errors in their calculations. Why is this important? Because PCAST had an opportunity to
address the error or at a minimum to explain why its approach was deemed suitable. Yet, PCAST again is
silent on the criticisms raised against its own work. Also troubling is that PCAST uses the differences in
error rates as evidence that the “set-to-set” test design is flawed:
The results for the various studies are shown in Table 2. The tables show a striking difference
between the closed-set studies (where a matching standard is always present by design) and the
non-closed studies (where there is no guarantee that any of the known standards match).
Specifically, the closed-set studies show a dramatically lower rate of inconclusive examinations
and of false positives. With this unusual design, examiners succeed in answering all questions

the “1 in 20” is taken. As discussed in the body of this declaration, PCAST’s calculation is wrong and an overestimate.
28
The PCAST analysis of this study ignores 8 additional errors reported by Fadul et. al., a fact highlighted by the
OSAC firearms and toolmarks response on page 5: “PCAST’s statistical analysis of this report focused solely on two
unknowns that had no matching known. This analysis is incomplete, and differs from the analysis used by PCAST in
the ‘set-to-set/ closed set’ and ‘open set’ studies where all ‘conclusive’ responses were used to calculate the False
Positive Error Rate.”
29
Using the number of answers returned states that each examiner only performed one different source
comparison for these samples prior to making a conclusion (188 eliminations, 138 inconclusives and 4 false
positives = 330 answers for two samples. 330 divided 2 = 165, the same number of individuals that took the test).
Surely this is not correct, as most examiners who correctly concluded elimination and/or inconclusive would have
had to compare these samples to all eight knows prior to reaching these conclusions.
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and achieve essentially perfect scores. In the more realistic open designs, these rates are much
higher.30
PCAST is not comparing apples-to-apples because the “set-to-set/closed” (and “set-to-set/partly open”)
error rates in Table 2 are not false positive error rates. If PCAST wanted to compare error rates between
different studies, they could have used overall error rates. Overall error rates are calculated by dividing
the number of wrong answers by the total number of answers. Overall error rates were already
published in studies used by PCAST. The two Fadul e.t al. papers cited by PCAST reported overall
average error rates of 0.7%31, 0.06% and 0.2%32. In the Smith, T et. al. study33, the authors reported an
overall error rate of 0.3%. The Stroman, Brudage and Hamby studies had no errors reported. An overall
error rate for the Baldwin study can also be calculated: the total number of responses returned were
3268. A total of 26 wrong answers (false identifications and false eliminations) were returned. The
overall error rate for the Baldwin et. al. study is 26/3268 = 0.8%. When comparing the validation studies
where errors were found and using the same type of error rate, there is no justification for the “striking
difference” between the “closed-set” studies and “open-set” studies espoused by PCAST.
An additional critique raised by the defense motion is a quote from the director of the Defense Forensic
Science Center, where he analogized solving the set-based studies (which often use samples from
consecutively manufactured items) to solving a Sudoku puzzle. This analogy over-simplifies the
challenge presented by the consecutive manufactured-based studies. A Sudoku puzzle analogy implies
that as one fills in the answers, then the other possibilities become less and the puzzle/test becomes
increasingly easier. However, when solving a Sudoku puzzle, one knows the “rules” of the puzzle from
the beginning. If a validation test were designed with the same number of questioned items and
knowns, each known had only one match, and the test taker knew these parameters, then the Sudoku
puzzle analogy would be accurate. However, this assumption is not true for the studies in the PCAST
report. For example, in Phase 1 of the Fadul cartridge case study, test takers were provided with 15
questioned and 10 knowns. Therefore, when taking the test, each of the fifteen-questioned items has
10 possible answers. Test takers were not told whether each known had at least one matching
questioned item. Drawing conclusions based on previous comparisons could easily lead to error due to
the unequal number of questioned and known samples. Another Fadul study, the EBIS barrel/bullet
study (i.e. the “Miami-Dade” study), used 8 known and 10 questioned. Two of the questioned bullets
had no true known match, and one of the knowns had no true match to the questioned bullets. Again,
the Sudoku analogy does not fit because a Sudoku puzzle has one true answer for each of the
“questions” (the blank squares).

30

PCAST Report “Forensic Science In Criminal Courts: Ensuring Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods”
(September 2016), at 110
31
Fadul, T.G., Hernandez, G.A., Stoiloff, S., and S. Gulati. “An empirical study to improve the scientific foundation of
forensic firearm and tool mark identification utilizing consecutively manufactured Glock EBIS barrels with the same
EBIS pattern.” National Institute of Justice Grant #2010-DN-BX-K269, December 2013
32
Fadul, T.G., Hernandez, G.A., Stoiloff, S., and S. Gulati. “An empirical study to improve the scientific foundation of
forensic firearm and tool mark identification utilizing 10 consecutively manufactured slides.” AFTE Journal. Vol. 45,
No. 4 (2013): at 376-93. The 0.06% is for Phase 1 of the study and 0.2% is for Phase 2 of the study.
33
Smith, T., Smith, G.A., Snipes, J.B. “A Validation Study of The Bullet and Cartridge Case Comparisons Using
Samples Representative of Actual Casework.” Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol. 61, No. 4: 939-946
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Finally, the OSAC committee does not “give preference”34 to the consecutive manufactured-based
validation studies. The OSAC response raises the point that PCAST failed to recognize the challenge
these types of studies represent. Firearms examiners were testing the profession’s performance with
potentially difficult to compare samples.35 The OSAC Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee made this
point in the response to the PCAST report:
Consecutively manufactured firearms have been shown to have the potential for subclass
characteristics, which are toolmarks that sometimes carry over, with very little change or
variation, from one machined part to the next on the same production line. Qualified examiners
are able to recognize these marks so as not to use them for conclusions of identification. Though
consecutively manufactured firearms are not likely to be encountered in actual casework, the
authors used them in an attempt to create a worst-case scenario (i.e. potential best known nonmatches).36
The OSAC firearms and toolmarks subcommittee commented that these studies, in conjunction with
studies like the Baldwin et. al. validation study, all provide useful data to assist with an overall
evaluation of firearm and toolmark comparison error rates.
The AFTE Journal and Peer-Review
The defense motion claims the AFTE Journal is a “trade journal.”37 The motion does not define what is
meant by a “trade journal” but the implication is that the articles published in the AFTE Journal are not
peer-reviewed. The AFTE Journal is a scientific journal where articles are subjected to a formal peerreview process.38
The defense motion goes on to state the AFTE Journal “…was not accessible to the general scientific
community until very recently. This isolated peer-review and publication mechanism provided none of
the usual safeguards against defective studies reaching the community”39. This statement simply is not
true. The AFTE journal has been available to the non-AFTE members since at least October 1989.40 The
online, searchable index where pdf versions of articles can be purchased by non-members has been

34

US v. Benito Valdez, Case No. 2016 CF1 2267, Reply to Government’s Opposition To Defendant’s Motion to
Exclude Firearms, footnote 15.
35
Both Fadul studies, as well as the Brundage and Hamby studies used consecutively manufactured samples.
36
OSAC Firearms and Toolmark subcommittee “Response to the President’s Council of Advisors on Sciences and
Technology (PCAST) Call For Additional References Regarding its report “Forensic Science in Criminal Courts:
Ensuring Scientific Validity of Feature-Comparison Methods” December 14, 2016, at 3-4
37
US v. Benito Valdez, Case No. 2016 CF1 2267, Reply to Government’s Opposition To Defendant’s Motion to
Exclude Firearms, at 7.
38
Denio D, “The History of the AFTE Journal, the Peer Review Process and Daubert Issues” AFTE Journal, Spring
2002 34(2) 210-214. This article outlines the history of the AFTE Journal and describes the formal peer-review
process used by the editorial staff of the AFTE Journal.
39
US v. Benito Valdez, Case No. 2016 CF1 2267, Reply to Government’s Opposition To Defendant’s Motion to
Exclude Firearms, at 8
40
See “Publication Information” from the AFTE Journal, October 1989, Volume 21, No 4: “Members of the
Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners receive a subscription to the AFTE Journal as a part of their
dues…A subscription to the AFTE Journal is available by contacting the Editor: M James Kreiser, 2168 South 9 th
Street, Springfield Illinois, 62702, U.S.A. The subscription rate is $50.00 per calendar year.”
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available since 2011.41 The defense motion’s statement also implies that only firearms examination
practitioners publish articles in the AFTE Journal. This assertion is also not true, as the AFTE Journal
contains studies from academic and/or non-forensic laboratories. A few examples include authors from
NIST42, Iowa State43, and John Jay College.44 Finally, while many of the relevant firearm and toolmark
analysis research is published in the AFTE Journal 45, there are other peer-reviewed, scientific
publications where firearms and toolmark comparison research have been published. Examples include
the Journal of Forensic Sciences,46 Science and Justice,47 and Forensic Science International.48 The
implication that firearm and toolmark related research is isolated from, and thus not subjected to
external review, is unfounded. Those who are interested in researching firearms related questions have
found and published in the AFTE Journal. Likewise, firearm and toolmark research has been published
outside of the AFTE Journal. There is a healthy exchange of research and dialog occurring in the forensic
scientific literature as well as at professional conferences by those who choose to participate.
Requiring Error Rates in Reporting and Testimony
The defense motion requests that examiners should be required to report the error rate arising from the
Baldwin (Ames) validation study. The Baldwin et. al. study discusses this type of logic and provides
reasons that doing so would be a potential misuse of the published error rate:
The result is that we can tell that the overall fraction is not necessarily representative of a rate
for each examiner in the pool. Instead, examination of the data shows that the rate is a highly
heterogeneous mixture of a few examiners with higher rates and most examiners with much
lower error rates. This finding does not mean that 1% of the time each examiner will make a
false-positive error. Nor does it mean that 1% of the time laboratories or agencies would report
false positives, since this study did not include standard or existing quality assurance
procedures, such as peer-review or blind reanalysis.49

41

Clow C Letter to the Editor: “Message from the Chair of the AFTE Journal Index Committee”. The online AFTE
Journal Index was launched on Jaunary 1, 2011 and is currently available at https://afte.org/aftejournal/searchable-journal-index. Individual articles can be purchased for $5.00 each.
42
Song J “Proposed “Congruent Matching Cells (CMC)” Method forBallistic Identification and Error Rate
Estimation” AFTE Journal, Summer 2015, 47(3) at 177-185.
43
Grieve T et. al. “Objective Comparison of Toolmarks from the Cutting Surfaces of Slip-Joint Pliers” AFTE Journal
Spring 2014, 46(2) at 176-185.
44
Petraco N DK et. al. “Estimates of Striation Pattern Identification Error Ratesby Algorithmic Methods” AFTE
Journal, Summer 2013, 45(3) at 235-244.
45
Publication of firearms and toolmark research in the AFTE Journal makes sense since the target audience is
forensic firearms examiners. It is these examiners that are most likely to benefit from this topic of research.
46
“Validation of Tool Mark Comparisons Obtained Using a Quantitative, Comparative, Statistical Algorithm”
Chumbley, S.L. et. al., J. Forensic Science, July 2010 (55)(4) at 953-961
47
Gerules G et. al. “A survey of image processing techniques and statistics for ballistic specimens in forensic
science” Science and Justice 2013 53(2) at 236-250.
48
Baiker M et. al. “Quantitative comparison of striated toolmarks” Forensic Sci Int. 2014 Sep;242 at 186-199
49
Baldwin, D.P., Bajic, S.J., Morris, M., and D. Zamzow. “A study of false-positive and false-negative error rates in
cartridge case comparisons.” Ames Laboratory, USDOE, Technical Report #IS-5207 (2014) at 18
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The incorporation of error rates into forensic reporting was previously discussed by the National
Academy of Sciences in a 1996 report on DNA analysis.50 Some critics argued matching due to
laboratory error should be incorporated into random-match probability calculations. The NAS
committee discusses the difficulty in estimating this type of error (it would require each lab to undergo
“many thousands of trials”). Another suggestion considered by the NAS committee was using a pooled
error rate as representative of an industry-wide error rate (similar to what is suggested by the defense
motion). The NAS committee noted that such an approach “…could penalize the better laboratories;
multiple errors on a single test by one laboratory could substantially affect the overall estimated falsematch error rate.” To better illustrate this point made by the NAS, let us examine the false positive
errors reported in the Baldwin study. A total of 2178 true different sources comparisons were
performed by the test takers and 22 false identifications were returned from this group of comparisons.
20 of the 22 false identifications were made by 5 of the 218 examiners. Each test contained a total of 10
different-source samples. Thus, the five examiners who reported multiple false identifications had an
average false positive error rate of 40%.51 Likewise, the remaining 213 examiners who made no or one
error have a much lower combined 0.09%52 false positive error rate. This example, using data from the
Baldwin validation study, provides strong support as to why the NAS concluded in 1996 that requiring a
pooled industry-wide error rate would be ill-advised. Ultimately the NAS committee concluded “The risk
of error is properly considered case by case, taking into account the record of the laboratory performing
the tests, the extent of redundancy, and the overall quality of the results.” 53 Additionally, rather than
attempting to incorporate an error rate into DNA random match probabilities, the best relief for
potential laboratory error is to preserve evidence for retesting:
A wrongly accused person's best insurance against the possibility of being falsely incriminated is
the opportunity to have the testing repeated. Such an opportunity should be provided
whenever possible. As we have previously noted, retesting provides an opportunity to identify
and correct errors that might have been made during the course of analysis.54
Firearm and toolmark analysis is well-suited for retesting because current methodologies are nonconsumptive. Unlike DNA, where examiners must make every effort to preserve samples for retesting,
firearms evidence (bullets, cartridge cases and firearms) is not damaged during comparative analysis.
To be clear, it is my opinion that firearms examiners should be aware of and able to testify about
relevant error rate studies and their results. However, to require reporting the Baldwin study error rate
(or any error rate from an industry-wide study) without a nuanced discussion as represented in this
declaration, would likely falsely imply the same error rate applies to the case being litigated.
As noted in the Government’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Firearm and Toolmark
Testimony, it is policy of the U.S. Attorney’s Office to follow the FBI’s ASSTR when sponsoring expert
50

Committee on DNA Forensic Sciecne: An Update, National Research Coucil, “The Evaluation of Forensic DNA
Evdience” National Academy Press, Washington D.C. 1996 at 85-86
51
20 errors / (5 examiners with multiple errors x 10 different source samples in each test)= 40% false positive error
rate
52
2 remaining errors / 2128 remaining different source comparisons = 0.09% false positive error rate
53
Committee on DNA Forensic Sciecne: An Update, National Research Coucil, “The Evaluation of Forensic DNA
Evdience” National Academy Press, Washington D.C. 1996. at 87
54
Committee on DNA Forensic Sciecne: An Update, National Research Coucil, “The Evaluation of Forensic DNA
Evdience” National Academy Press, Washington D.C. 1996. at 87
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witness testimony in firearms and toolmark analysis. The ASSTR is congruent with the current
understanding and language that is accepted within the profession. Examiners may conclude and testify
to identifications, exclusions, and inconclusive comparison results. Additionally, they must be able to
explain the basis for those conclusions. Examiners may not state or imply that an identification is
absolutely certain (i.e. only one firearm to the exclusion of all other firearms in the world).
OSAC Research Needs Assessment
The defense motion quotes a few lines from an OSAC Research Needs Assessment form published by
the Firearms and Toolmarks Subcommittee. 55 This document was a set of five “research needs”
identified as areas where additional research would be beneficial to the subcommittee as we work on
updating and writing standards, guidelines and best practices for the firearm and toolmark profession.
As stated in the OSAC Bylaws, one of the aims of the OSAC is to: “provide insight on each forensic
science discipline’s research and measurement standard needs”.56 The OSAC Firearms and Toolmarks
subcommittee recognized the value of the potential knowledge that can be gained from additional
validation studies similar in design to that of the Baldwin firearms and the Ulery fingerprint validation
studies.57 It is our hope the research needs document could be used by researchers when applying for
grant funds as part of their justification of why the research would be beneficial. Ironically, the defense
motion opens by stating that “One of the most fundamental tenets of any science is to embrace
feedback and criticism with an eye towards improving a given methodology”. Here we have an example
of the OSAC committee asking researchers to perform studies with the purpose of identifying and
categorizing errors. This information will be used to learn from those errors and thus improve the
methodologies. It is unclear, based on the defense motion, whether we should seek critique with an eye
towards improvement (as suggested in the introduction) or if we should be deemed an invalid science
for seeking the very same critique.
The desire for additional knowledge about errors and why they occur should not be mistaken as an
admission that the OSAC committee believes firearm and toolmark comparison is invalid, fraught with
error and/or should not be used in the judicial system. The OSAC firearms subcommittee is tasked with
updating existing as well as writing new standards and guidelines. We recognized that the more we
know about errors, the better equipped we are to produce meaningful and impactful work products.
Science is always evolving, improving and searching for improved methods. Here the OSAC Firearms
and Toolmarks subcommittee is seeking information to better our profession and should not be
mistaken as an indication that the current methods are flawed.
The first quote used by the defense motion states that OSAC “…conceded that the firearms community
has a ‘major gap in current knowledge’ about reliability and accuracy of its methods, and needs to
conduct studies like those in the latent print discipline to shore up those gaps.” If one views the
Research Needs Assessment form, there are only two choices in regards to knowledge: major and minor.
We elected to categorize this research need as “major” to reflect the importance of understanding error
55

Current available here: https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/forensics/osac/FATM-ResearchNeeds-Assessment_Blackbox.pdf
56
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/03/16/fssb_osac_charter_and_bylaws_v_1.3.pdf,
section 1.2
57
Ulery B et. al. “Accuracy and reliability of forensic latent fingerprint decisions” PNAS 2011 108 (19) at 77337738.
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so that there can be a concentrated effort to minimize it. It was believed that if we categorized this
research need as “minor” then researchers may elect a different area of research, or grant providers
would see this is a “minor” issue and not award research funds.
The defense motion also attempts to use OSAC’s Research needs assessment to show that the Firearms
and Toolmarks subcommittee agrees with the PCAST report because “…the Firearms and Toolmarks
subcommittee of the OSAC (including Mr. Weller) conceded that those same studies involved ‘relatively
small data sets.’” The complete sentence from the research needs document reads “While validation
studies of firearms and toolmark analysis schemes have been conducted, most have been relatively
small data sets.” In light of the defense motion, and the PCAST report (which was published after this
research needs form was produced), the sentence would be more accurate if “most” were changed to
“some.” It is true that some of the validation studies examined by PCAST have relatively small
participation: the Brundage’s study had 30 participants, Stroman’s had 25 participants, Smith E’s had 8
participants, DeFrance’s had 9 participants, and Smith T’s had 31 participants. However, these relatively
low participation numbers do not preclude the use of the data or immediately classify these studies as
invalid. A low number of data points means a study may be less likely to detect errors and thus any
error rates derived from the data will have larger confidence intervals. There are studies used in the
PCAST report that have larger participation numbers: Hamby had 477 participants, Fadul Slides Study
Phase 1 had 217 participants and Phase 2 had 114 participants; Fadul EBIS barrels (i.e. the “Miami-Dade”
study) had 165 participants; and Baldwin had 218 participants. Thus, the characterization by the
defense motion that all of the studies other than the Baldwin have small data sets is unfounded.
Regardless, the totality of the data should be considered. These data support that firearm and toolmark
comparisons can be made reliably, and since the evidence is non-consumptive, re-testing can be
performed by any qualified examiner.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best
of my own knowledge and that this declaration was signed on November 21, 2017 at
Burlingame, California.

Todd J. Weller
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MEMORANDUM
DATE: November 16, 2017
FROM: Karen Wiggins, Forensic Sciences Laboratory Director
SUBJECT: Final Summary – Firearms Examination Unit Case Review

Pursuant to the initial Daniel Barrett (DB) Case Review Summary memorandum
dated February 2, 2017, the Supplemental Case Review Summary dated April
10, 2017, and the Supplemental-2 Case Review Summary dated June 1, 2017 all
issued from DFS to relevant stakeholders (Attachments #1, #2 and #3), this final
update is being provided to summarize the findings and quality activities
associated with this case review in the Firearms Examination Unit (FEU). It is noted
the same information was provided in the August 31, 2017 DFS Stakeholder
meeting.
As identified in prior attached communications, 120 cases of the primary case
examiner were reviewed, 29 cases of Verifying Examiner 1 were reviewed and
13 cases of Verifying Examiner 2 were reviewed by independent contractors. In
addition, based on an open solicitation to stakeholders, identified cases were
re-worked by request.
The case review duration was from January 2017 – August 2017. A total of three
(3) errors were detected from the single primary case examiner and all relevant
stakeholders were immediately notified at the same time. There were no errors
detected from cases reviewed or those requested to be re-examined for
Verifying Examiner 1 or Verifying Examiner 2. None of the three (3) examiners
currently work for DFS.
Quality response activities included making all Forensic Science Laboratory
Division members aware of the issue, determining the cause, and implementing
actions to preclude recurrence.
A review of the quality documents issued prior to my administration revealed a
100% Verification Policy was issued in September 2015 which was a significant
change to the former “sampling” verification practice that had been in place
since the inception of DFS in October 2012. After research and inquiry, there was
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nothing found to indicate any management intervention to ensure transition of
this major policy change was being followed.
As there were no detected casework errors of the verifying examiners when they
were the primary case examiner, it was determined that a plausible cause of
the firearms issue was continuation of the “workplace tradition” to conduct
“sampling” verification.
A 60-day Witness Verification Program was instituted from April 2017 – June 2017
to ensure full compliance with the 100% verification practice. DFS will
periodically re-institute the Witness Verification Program to ensure continued
compliance. DFS will also increase in 2018 external proficiency testing from
once a year to twice a year.
The offer extended at our initial notification to relevant stakeholders to rework
identified cases, not listed as part of the case review, remains open.
Attachments
Attachment #1 – Initial DB Case Review Summary Memorandum
Attachment #2 – Supplemental Case Review Summary
Attachment #3 – Supplemental-2 Case Review Summary
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